
Handbikes and Sports Wheelchairs



 HandbikeS

Handbikes

For elite sport and exercise
Wolturnus has produced handbikes since 2002. We manufacture handbikes 
for exercise and for elite sport are renowned for their aerodynamic design, 
speed and unrivalled durability. Competing on their custom-made Woltur-
nus handbikes, top athletes from Austria, the Netherlands, Germany and 
Denmark have won medals at the Paralympic Games and , the World Cham-
pionships.

We have expert knowledge about dimensions, welding and the hardening 
of 7020 aluminium. We are specialists in the manufacture of handbikes with 
the lowest possible rolling resistance; effective transfer of energy to the 
front wheel; a driving position that can be individually adjusted; and a range 
of hand-picked components. 

We make handbikes with recumbent and kneeling positions. Each one is 
designed in accordance with international UCI regulations.

Whether you need an adjustable bike for exercise or a customised handbike, 
we have the bike that suits just you.

Key features

› Customised handbikes for competitive sport 

       and adjustable models for training and exercise

› Kneeling or recumbent position

› Extremely easy to manoeuvre and to achieve speed

› Aerodynamic design with low point of gravity for

      minimum wind resistance and maximum speed

› Anodised frame, corrosion resistant, 

       impact resistant, scratch resistant

› Fully-welded frame in lightweight aluminium 7020 T6

› Weight 12-14 kg

› Designed in accordance with UCI regulations

Antaras A: 
Adjustable hand-
bike with seated 
or recumbent 
position

Antaras Junior: 
Adjustable hand-
bike with seated 
or recumbent posi-
tion for children or 
young people

Antaras Off-Road: 
Adjustable hand-
bike with seated 
or recumbent 
position. MTB 559 
wheels and tires. 
Suitable for gravel 
and rough terrain.

Racebike 2017 
Edition: 
Customised 
handbike for 
competitive use. 
Recumbent 
position.

Racebike K: 
Customised 
handbike for 
competitive use. 
Driving position 
kneeling or for leg 
amputees with 
full upper-body 
function.

We make robust wheelchairs for everyday use, sports wheelchairs and high-

quality handbikes, but what we actually sell is a better life. 

A good life, free from worrying whether your wheelchair or handbike is up to 

day-to-day challenges, the hardships of the road or all those bumps at the 

sports centre. You don’t need to worry about pain or discomfort either. We 

factor in your requirements and wishes when we build your wheelchair or 

handbike from scratch, by hand, at our workshop in Denmark. We know that 

every user is different and that there is no such thing as a ‘standard’ person. 

So instead of worrying, you can start thinking about what makes life good 

for you. A customised Wolturnus product makes it possible for you to take an 

active part in life as you want to live it.

We walk in your shoes
Some of the staff in Wolturnus’ sales and production departments are 

wheelchair users. One of the company founders is a wheelchair user.  We 

walk every mile in your shoes, so we know how they fit. We know what 

matters when life is lived on wheels. We understand that a wheelchair or 

handbike shouldn’t just be suitable; it must fit you perfectly.

Only the best is good enough
Wolturnus products are also built on knowledge and experience from the 

cycling industry. Several of our staff have made racing bikes at world-class 

level. We know how to make sure that your basketball wheelchair can  

handle the toughest match. We know how to make sure that your handbike 

can achieve the highest speed and best road placing while handling bad ter-

rain and long trips. Because only the best is good enough, we constantly 

strive to make our wheelchairs and handbikes even quicker, stronger and 

lighter.

The concept of ’a good life’ is different for everyone. But no matter how you 

want to live your life, we can create a wheelchair or handbike that suits you.

We look forward to build a good life for you.

Built for Freedom
Wheelchairs

At Wolturnus, our fundamental basis for 
building  wheelchairs isn’t all the things 
that we know our customers can’t do. 
It’s all the things we know they can do. 

Jetze Plat, Michael Jørgensen and Patrick Gabriel - Wolturnus Pro Handcycling.



Jetze Plat, Wolturnus Pro Handcycling

It is so wonderful to ride in silence or sometimes while listening 
to music. I love the feeling of strain in my arms, even though that 
might sound a bit weird



 amaSiS racing WHeelcHair

amasis
Racing wheelchair

The Amasis is the ultimate in maximum transfer of athletic energy. Since 
its release in 2004, the Amasis racing wheelchair has broken world re-
cords and won many victories in athletics and long-distance races at the 
Paralympic Olympics.

The Amasis frame is made of hardened 7020 lightweight aluminium. 
Extra-thick frame tubes result in a racing wheelchair that is rigid and ro-
bust.  This means that all of the athlete’s power is converted into energy 
and propulsion.

 Amasis is designed and manufactured in Denmark. It is customised to suit 
the individual athlete’s requirements and wishes.

Key features

› Customised to suit your requirements and wishes

› Stiff and robust frame in lightweight aluminium 7020 

› Extremely easy to manoeuvre and to achieve 

› Thick frame tubes ensure a strong frame and high speed

The Team Twin Edition is an enhanced version of the Wolturnus Amasis 
racing wheelchair that has been used at the Paralympic Games. Ama-
sis athletes have set new world records in their disciplines. Amasis is  
renowned for its light weight and for its unsurpassed strength and 
speed - features that have been retained in the Team Twin Edition 
model.

The light and robust Team Twin Edition wheelchair is propelled by the 
mobile partner. It is available in three sizes and many beautiful colours. 
It is available for both children and adults.

Team Twin Edition wheelchair features include a height-adjustable 
push rim, foot plate, neck support and Team Twin spoke protectors. 

The racing wheelchair is also available as a customised model that can 
be separated for easy transportation.

Size S (seat width 38 cm), Size M (seat width 40 cm), 
Size L (seat width 42 cm)

Joint racing 
wheelchair

. Photo: Martin Paldan

Team
E d i t i o n 
TWin

Key features

›  Three sizes for children, young adults and adults

› Easy to handle and manoeuvre with minimum 

 effort by the partner

› Extremely high stability and low weight

›   Strong and robust with fixed back and rear axle

› Adjustable seat depth from 33-40 cm

› Adjustable seat and back upholstery

› Push rim and partner-operated brakes

› Model that can be separated for transport is available

› User weight max. 120 kg

Jetze Plat, Paralympic Gold winner in Triatlon, Rio 2016
Photo: Bert Willems



 WHeelcHair baSkeTball

Wheelchair
basket-
ball

Active and light 
basketball wheelchairs
The Wolturnus basketball wheelchair has been 
optimised in partnership with international play-
ers from German and Dutch clubs. It is designed in 
accordance with international regulations.

The frame is made of tempered 7020 aluminium, 
the strongest aluminium alloy that can be wel-
ded. The result is a first-class sports wheelchair 
with superior stability and low weight. It ensures 
that you can accelerate and switch directions 
faster than opponents.

Because the frame is anodised, the surface is 
hard, robust and maintenance-free. The frame’s 
geometry is adapted to suit your size, strength 
and position on court.  

Key features

› Standard and customised models

› Design adapted to suit your position 

      on court

› Extremely easy to manoeuvre and 

      to achieve high speed

› High stability and low weight.

› Silver anodised aluminium frame; corrosion     

      resistant, impact resistant, scratch resistant

› Designed in accordance with international  

      regulations

› Fully welded or with adjustable features

Basket A: Adjustable basketball wheel-
chair. Adjustable seat, balance and foot-
rest.

Basket: Customised basket wheelchair 

Klaus Weber in action for German wheel-
chair basketball team Rhine River Rhinos

Photo: Michael Witte

The German National Team player  Sebastian Magenheim  
with his Wolturnus Basket. Copyright: Jürgen Berg. 



 rugby

rugby
For high speed and hard tackles
The Rugby Attack and the Rugby Defence are specia-
lised rugby wheelchairs. They have been optimised in 
accordance with the most up-to-date input from Dan-
ish, Dutch and German top players.

The raw frame of heat-treated 7020 aluminium has the 
best strength-to-weight ratio on the market.
 It  transfers 100% of the player’s strength and capacity 
to the playing field.

Wolturnus rugby wheelchairs are fast and stable. They 
make it easy to accelerate and switch directions. They 
are strong and are able to withstand repeated and hard 
tackling.

The rugby wheelchairs are designed and manufactured 
in Denmark. They are customised to suit the individual 
player and the geometry of the frame is adapted to suit 
your strength, size and playing position.

Key features

› Customised to suit your requirments

      and wishes

› Two basic models that are adapted

      to suit your handicap and playing 

      position

› Extremely easy to manoeuvre and

      to achieve high speed

› High stability and low weight

› Fully-welded frame in raw, heatrea- 

      ed, lightweight aluminium 7020 T6

Rugby Attack: Reinforced side bumpers 
to withstand hard tackles.

Rugby Defense: The extended front 
bumper is designed for you to stand your 
ground and block your opponent’s wheel-
chair - it is difficult to get past you.

Wheelchair Rugby World Championship 2014 in Denmark. 

 Hockey

e-hockey
The E-hockey is a customised power wheelchair for hockey that is 
up to 30 kg lighter than other models on the market. It has an unri-
valled top speed of 15 km/h.

The E-hockey wheelchair is a very robust wheelchair. With a solid 
steel chassis and upper section of heat-treated lightweight alumini-
um 7020 T6, which withstands all on-court challenges.

The seating position is critical for a good match performance. E-
hockey has an ergonomic seat and al ow point of gravity. As with the 
Wolturnus Rugby wheelchairs, this ensures stable, safe and fast ac-
tion during the heat of the game.

The E-hockey is designed and produced in Denmark. It is the 
preferred wheelchair of elite players in many European countries 
including the Netherlands.

Key features

› Compact power wheelchair for hockey

› Customised to suit your requirements and wishes

›    Ergonomic seat and low point of gravity  

› Extremely easy to manoeuvre and to achieve

      high speed

›    High stability and low weight

› Upper frame in lightweight aluminium 7020 T6

› Top speed 15 km/h

Fast and durable 
on court
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